Hillyard Restroom Case Study

Lafayette High School — Daily
Restroom Cleaning Simplified
afayette High School, St. Joseph,
MO, changed from cleaning
restrooms the traditional way,
with a lot of wiping, scrubbing and
mopping, to cleaning the next generation touch-free way with the Hillyard
C2™ Cleaning Companion.
“I wasn’t sure if my staff would use
the C2 for everyday cleaning, but when
they tried it, they loved it,” said Roger
Wagers, Buildings and Grounds director, St. Joseph School District.
From the initial in-service, the staff
used the C2 for routine, everyday
restroom cleaning. School custodian,
Mike Przybylski said it best, “Not only
is it faster and easier, the restrooms are
cleaner too.”
Lafayette was like many schools
when it came to restroom cleaning. Mike
said, “We’ve been cleaning restrooms
the same way for years, good old-fashioned elbow grease. Sure, we can get a
restroom clean, but it takes a lot of hard
work, effort, and time. We’re not afraid
of hard work but, when you’re being
asked to do more and more, it’s hard to
find the time to do everything.”
Mike added, “It’s good that Roger is
always searching for better ways to do
things.”

L

Finding a better way
Roger said, “In the past, we looked at
touch-free cleaning methods, and quite
frankly, the capital cost was too high.
Additionally, we felt the systems were
just too big and bulky. We didn’t think
our custodians would take the time to
set up all the cords and hoses, and then,
rinse the vacuum tank out afterwards. If
equipment is not easy to use, it winds
up in the closet — money wasted. The
Hillyard C2 is different.”

What makes the Hillyard
C2 Cleaning Companion right?

n Battery Operated — The C2 has a
continuous run-time of up to 1.5 hours
on a single charge. Generally, that’s
enough time to clean five to six sets of
large restrooms. And, no more wastedtime trying to find a working outlet.
n Compact — The C2 goes right into
the restroom. And, 12 feet of supply hose
offers enough freedom to get the job
done. At the same time, cleaning solution clears the hose quickly when switching from application to rinse mode.
n Efficient Flow Rate — The C2 has a
.5-gallon per minute flow rate. Applying
the right amount of solution eliminates
over-saturation and waste. The C2’s
water and solution-saving design is
environmentally preferred over systems
with higher flow rates. And, the 14-gallon water capacity gives the C2 28 minutes of run-time before having to stop
and refill.
n Vac-Free — The efficient flow rate
means less moisture on the floors. Sim-
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ply squeegee remaining solution to the
drain — no vac required. No vac means
no vac noise. Custodians can operate the
quiet C2 24/7, without interrupting
building occupants. That’s a big plus,
especially in facilities that are cleaned
during the day.
n Exceptional Value — The C2’s
intelligent design makes it less than half
the price of older, first generation touchfree cleaning systems.
Roger said, “The bottom-line is the C2
allows us to clean restrooms faster and
better than before. My staff uses it daily.
And, the price allows a manager to place
multiple C2’s throughout a facility.” n
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